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Every semester, students in the 
film studies department spend 
weeks, even months, developing, 
shooting and editing their final 
film projects for each class.  
The senior seminar class, 
however, spends the entire year 
working on their films.  Tonight 
and Friday night, they will 
premiere their finished films for 
the public. They were also shown 
last night.
Over 20 films are shown over 
the three nights, and what makes 
this year different is the wide 
variety of films, from TV pilots to 
music videos to animation.
The screenings are in the Glasrud 
Auditorium in Weld each night 
The Student Senate election 
results became official on April 
21.
Junior Kimberly Ehrlich was 
elected as president, sophomore 
Chu Yi was elected as vice 
president and junior Shaneabbas 
Raza was elected as treasurer.
Now that they have been 
elected, the three are developing 
plans to help with many different 
aspects of student life, such as 
advising and both on- and off-
campus housing.
“There is a housing department, 
but they only deal with on-campus 
housing issues,” Chu said. “What 
I want to see happen is that I want 
to have an educational session on 
like, how to rent a house, how to 
sign a contract and what you look 
for in a contract.”
Chu said this could help many 
students who are looking to live 
off-campus.
Ehrlich said they will to expand 
this effort toward other forms 
of assistance for off-campus 
students, such as problems 
with landlords. Student Senator 
Ashley Hoeck has already been 
working on helping students with 
off-campus housing issues.
“Very recently,” Ehrlich said, 
“after all the stuff that Ashley did 
for getting out the bad landlord 
information, we’ve had students 
coming to us in the (Student 
Senate) office and telling us 
about problems they’ve had, and 
this isn’t something where we 
can deal with it on a case-to-case 
basis anymore.”
Ehrlich said Student Senate will 
be in contact with the Moorhead 
City Council for help with off-
campus housing issues.
Ehrlich, Chu and Raza said 
they are looking forward to being 
BY CHARLY HALEY
haleych@mnstate.edu
Lisa Jackson, head of the Environmental Protenction Agency, speaks to thousands of college and high school students 
who gathered in Washington D.C. from April 15 to 18 for Power Shift, an environmental rally held every other year. 
Twenty-eight MSUM students participated in the rally. For additional Power Shift photos, go to page 8.
JESSE TRELSTAD • jtrelstad.com
Students rally for the environment
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from 6:30 to 9 p.m.  Refreshments 
will be served at each screening.
This is professor Kyja 
Kristjansson-Nelson’s second 
year teaching the senior seminar 
class, and she has seen a great 
improvement in the students’ 
concern and attention to staying on 
track and keeping focused on their 
films’ progress.
“This year, people have 
really embraced the process,” 
Kristjansson-Nelson said.
When developing her final 
project, Sarah Palm drew on 
personal experiences. A friend 
of hers in high school suffered 
from night terrors, a parasomnia 
disorder categorized by extreme 
terror and temporary inability to 
fully regain consciousness.
Palm thought this would 
make excellent material for a 
documentary, and set about 
investigating the disorder and 
collecting subjects with personal 
experience with night terrors.
Palm likes to tell stories with her 
films, and especially likes how in 
documentaries, “it’s not me telling 
the story for them; it’s them telling 
the story.”
With this year’s class, Palm saw 
a definite desire to do something 
that will be remembered.
After graduation, Palm will 
continue to work as a production 
assistant at Prairie Public 
Television this summer. After 
that, she’s open to anything, but 
would love to one day work on 
the Syfy channel or the National 
Geographic channel.
“I’m fascinated by the serial 
storytelling on television,” senior 
Marcus Mann said. “It’s a medium 
where you can achieve a greater 
depth of character than you can 
in film.”
That’s why for his final project, 
Mann made a TV pilot, which he 
hopes to use to pitch the complete 
series that he is writing. The series 
is called “Ecci’s Story: Dead 
Again.”  Ecci has “the unfortunate 
habit of dying a lot,” Mann said, 
but continually comes back to life 
at 3:17 each morning.
“I think the seniors graduating 
this year are aware of the 
broadening scope of film and 
video production,” Mann said, 
“and more than any other year are 
attracted to film for a variety of 
reasons.”
Mann will be moving to 
Minneapolis after graduation, 
and after that to the West Coast, 
where he hopes to secure a literary 
agent for his TV scripts.  The 
feature film “Limpwings,” which 
he wrote, will be completed this 
summer and will start hitting the 
film festival circuit.
The next screening day is on 
study day, May 4, when the films 
of all of the other film students 
this semester will be screened, 
starting at 9 a.m. and going all day. 
Then the Juried Film Exhibition, 
which screens the best films of the 
semester, will be on May 6, at 7 
p.m. Both of these screenings will 
also be in the Glasrud Auditorium.
BY CONOR HOLT
holtco@mnstate.edu







More of the same, but better
“Portal 2” is the most creative 
game so far this year, in spite of 
its sequel status.
Valve’s “Portal 2” is the sequel 
to 2007’s critical darling, which 
had gamers and critics falling 
into portals of love. The original 
holds a 90 out of 100 rating 
on Metacritic.com, and a user 
ranking of 9.6 out of 10. “Portal 
2” released April 19 for PC, Mac, 
Playstation 3 and Xbox 360 to 
high expectations.
“Portal 2” places players in 
the testing jumpsuit of Chell, the 
silent protagonist from the first 
game. Players must escape the 
Enrichment Center for Aperture 
BY MATTHEW BECKMAN
beckmanma@mnstate.edu
Laboratories and the robot 
antagonist of the first game, 
GLaDOS.
To escape from GLaDOS, and 
your unortunate circumstances as 
a test subject at Aperture, you 
will need to use the portal “gun,” 
and only the portal gun.
Think with portals ... and 
all your new toys
Unlike other modern first-
person shooters, there are no 
space-nazi-alien-terroritsts to 
dispatch by way of bullets and 
explosions and other mean things.
The portal gun can shoot only 
two things and they won’t kill 
anything they hit — a blue portal, 
and an orange portal. Players can 
then walk into one of the portals 
and come out the other one.
“Portal 2” is designed as a 
series of test chambers with 
physics-based puzzles the player 
must solve to continue. Early 
chambers acclimate new players 
to the basic idea of the mechanic: 
cross a room with a large 
unleapable chasm in the middle 
by walking through a portal on 
the starting side, reach the escape 
with a portal on the escape side.
The level design throughout 
the course of the game creates 
a smart and easily manageable 
difficulty curve. By the end of the 
game players will be doing things 
they never thought possible, 
using the momentum of falling 
PORTAL, PAGE 9
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Bias motivated propaganda/
literature was found in the 
library on April 18. It was 
collected and disposed of by 
Public Safety.
Suspicious activity was 
reported on the east side of Kise 
on April 18. Inidividuals were 
smoking flavored tobacco from 
a hookah and no violations were 
filed.
Vandalism to a window at 
the Alumni House was reported 
on April 18. A work order was 
submitted to maintenance.
A suspicious male was seen 
in Grantham on April 18. A non-
student was trespassed from 
MSUM property.
 A fire alarm went off in 
MacLean on April 19. The 
Moorhead Fire Department 
came to reset the alarm.
Suspicious activity was 
reported to a campus judicial 
officer in Owens on April 19.
An individual was referred 
to campus judicial for smoking 
violation outside South Snarr on 
April 20.
A fire alarm went off in the 
Center for the Arts on April 20. 
The Moorhead Fire Department 
reset the alarm.
Two individuals were referred 
to campus judicial for a smoking 
violation outside East Snarr on 
April 21.
Anna Arnar, art and design, 
has been awarded a fellowship 
to participate in the 2011 Stone 
Summer Theory Institute titled 
“Farewell to Visual Studies” 
July 17-23. The Institute will 
be directed by James Elkins, 
Sunil Manghani and Gustav 
Frank and held at the School 
of the Art Institute in Chicago. 
Fellows participate in a week 
long intensive seminar led by 
international scholars in the 
field of visual studies.





Council on Staff Affairs will 
host a spring social May 4 from 
9 to 11 a.m. Please watch for 
location details. There will be 
a hand-carved rocking horse 
by Marlow Kulish along with 
other  MSUM-logoed raffle 
items. The CSA Store will 
feature the new spring/summer 




Five killed in 
Arkansas flood, 
tornado 
Syria arrested at least 500 
pro-democracy sympathizers 
Monday, the same day in which 
tanks killed at least 23 people 
in the city of Daraa. At least 
two more people were killed in 
the Damascus suburb of Douma. 
The White House denounced on 
Monday the “brutal violence” 
and said it was considering 
sanctions. The State Department, 
meanwhile, has recommended 
that all U.S. citizens leave Syria.
Five people died in an Arkansas 
storm on Tuesday — two from 
what appears to be a tornado, and 
three in flooding. The tornado 
touched down in the town of 
Vilonia, which one resident 
says is “gone.” Elsewhere in 
Arkansas, three people died 
when floodwaters swept their 
vehicles off the road. Relentless 
rain storms in the central U.S. are 
now threatening to burst levees 
in southern Missouri, where more 
than 1,000 homes have been 
evacuated along the Black River.
Facebook launches 
Groupon rival 
Groupon may be steaming 
toward a $25 billion IPO, but 
not if Facebook has anything to 
do about it: The social network 
launched a new service offering 
online discounts in five cities on 
Tuesday. Facebook “Deals” will 
begin in Atlanta, Austin, Dallas, 
San Diego and San Francisco. 
People will recommend deals and 
see their friends’ purchases; the 
company will focus on deals that 
are best done with friends, like 
concerts or events.
Oscar Flores’ 
paper published in 
journal 
Oscar Flores, economics 
professor, had a co-authored 
paper published in the March 
issue of The Empirical 
Economic Letters. Flores and 
Sandra Hanson McPherson, the 
main author, found evidence 
suggesting that unemployment 
due to the mismatch of skills 
that potential workers have and 
employers want increased in 
Canada during the early 1990s.
Peter Erskine, a Grammy award-winning jazz drummer, educator and 
composer, will appear today with the MSUM Jazz Ensemble in Hansen 
Theatre in the Roland Dille Center for the Arts on the MSUM campus at 
7:30 p.m.
Named “best jazz drummer” 10 times by the readers of the magazine 
Modern Drummer, Erskine has also earned two Grammy Awards and an 
honorary doctorate degree from Berklee College of Music.
Erskine is the director of drum set studies at the Thorton School of 
Music at the University of Southern California and the jazz drumming 
consultant to the Royal Academy of Music in London.  He also conducts 
clinics, seminars and classes around the world.
Ticket prices for the Thursday concert are $10 for adults and $5 for 
students. MSUM students get in free. Call the MSUM Box Office at 
218.477.2271 Monday through Friday from noon to 4 p.m. Tickets will 
also be available at the door.
Legendary drummer performs with 
MSUM jazz group 
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Family-man Shane Maland sticks to his roots
A&E
Since “The Bourne Identity” 
was released in 2002, Hollywood 
spy thrillers have relied less on 
flashy cars and heavy weaponry 
and more on gritty realism and 
close-combat. 2008’s “Taken” 
featured a nearly 60-year-old 
Liam Neeson as the ex-spy 
kicking butt across the globe. 
“Hanna,” released April 8, has a 
16-year-old girl doing likewise.
Hanna is played by Saoirse 
Ronan (pronounced “Sur-shuh”), 
who has garnered praise for her 
work in 2007’s “Atonement” 
and 2009’s “The Lovely Bones.” 
She’s excellent as Hanna as well.
Sure, it’s entertaining to watch 
Jason Bourne or James Bond beat 
up terrorists. However, they are 
picking on people their own size. 
It’s much more fun to watch 
a 16-year-old girl run through 
a military compound snapping 
government-agent spines now 
and then. 
Hanna learned how to kill 
people quickly from her ex-spy 
father Eric Heller, played by 
Eric Bana. From a remote cabin 
in Finland, Heller teaches her 
other useful spy skills like how 
to speak multiple languages and 
how to gut reindeer. Hanna is 
quite obviously being trained for 
some future conflict.
“Hanna” isn’t only about 
fisticuffs with CIA operatives, 
though. Raised in a forest, 
Hanna’s education is a mix of 
papa’s espionage techniques and 
tidbits from an encyclopedia, the 
most memorable tidbit being that 
an average blue whale has seven 
gallons worth of testicles. Armed 
with such an education, Hanna 
understandably experiences 
difficulty when she finally 
encounters the world.
Cate Blanchett plays the 
requisite corrupt CIA agent, 
Marissa Wiegler, who is not a 
very nice lady. For a trained killer 
new to the world like Hanna, 
Wiegler is a formidable villain, 
using her connections to chase 
Hanna from Morocco to Berlin.
The final noteworthy 
performance is by Tom Hollander 
in the role of Isaacs, a cunning 
mercenary who wears short-
shorts and operates a Moroccan 
strip club. Isaacs is perhaps 
the most delightfully hate-able 
characters of recent memory, and 
he balances Hanna’s naivety with 
a wonderful amount of sleaze.
“Hanna,” like “Taken,” is a 
solid entry into the well-worn 
spy genre and one of the better 
straight-forward action movies 
2011 is likely to see.
‘Hanna’ is ‘one of the better action movies’ of 2011
BY MATT LECH
lechma@mnstate.edu
Drawing from musical 
inspirations such as Jeff Buckley, 
Elliott Smith and Damien Jurado, 
mass communications senior 
Shane Maland plays a bare-bones 
style of music that has been 
attracting fans in the F-M area.
Five years ago, Maland began 
playing his acoustic guitar and 
harmonica in front of crowds 
while attending the University of 
Minnesota-Duluth. Since then he 
has played regular shows at the 
Aquarium and the Red Raven.
The experience, Maland said, 
has been both nerve-racking and 
therapeutic. 
“I’ve battled depression for a 
major part of my childhood and 
it’s still a part of me,” he said. “I 
guess it always will be. Writing is 
a way of calming my nerves, even 
though I get stupidly nervous on 
stage. It still helps.”
Playing music that has been 
described as anything from folk 
to alternative country, Maland 
accredits his musical inspiration 
to his family.
“I grew up with (my grandfather) 
always playing real country music 
– Williams Sr., Cash, even some 
old Elvis gospel,” Maland said. 
“But, others that influence me 
would be my wife and child. They 
are why I’m still around today. 
Playing my music for them is 
better than selling millions of 
records to strangers.”
Maland offers his advice to the 
upcoming musicians in the F-M 
area.
“I would say to stick to your 
guns,” he said. “No matter the 
genre you play, Fargo has an 
incredibly accepting musical 
community. My music is pretty 
folky – some of it is what 
many call ‘alternative country,’ 
whatever that means. Fargo has 
a great emerging folk and singer/
songwriter scene. I’m happy to be 
a part of it.”
Maland has an upcoming show 
on April 30 at the Red Raven, 
May 12 at the HoDo and his first 
headlining show at the Red Raven 
on May 20. 
Though the rewards of being 
a musician may be few, Maland 
said they still make playing worth 
it.
“The rewards are always the 
handshakes from other traveling 
musicians and hugs from family 
and friends,” he said. “It’s nice 
to hear traveled and established 
musicians tell you that your stuff 
is good and worth listening to. 




To read more from this writer, 
view his blog at 
mattlech.blogspot.com
To read more from this writer, 
view her blog at 
sadielizjones.blogspot.com
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Do you think interesting thoughts?
Share them with other college 
humans next year. 
Contact Matt at lechma@mnstate.edu
Private Bradley Manning is the soldier accused of 
leaking confidential documents to Internet transparency 
organization WikiLeaks. Though Manning is currently 
in solitary confinement awaiting his trial, President 
Barack Obama was recently quoted saying “He broke 
the law.”
It is unfortunate that Obama would declare Manning 
guilty before he enters the courtroom, but it isn’t 
surprising. The conditions of Manning’s confinement 
have been unjust from the start. Manning is being held 
in solitary confinement for 23 hours a day and isn’t 
allowed exercise or a pillow. Obama’s slip of the tongue 
is merely a highly visible example.
Regardless of one’s opinions of the merits of Manning’s 
alleged crime, treating him as a criminal before he is 
convicted of a crime is unacceptable and a violation of 
basic human rights like the right to an impartial jury.
The trial of Bradley Manning is about more than 
whether he is guilty or not. It offers Americans a 
chance to evaluate the ethics of leaking classified 
information, as well as an opportunity for a dialogue 
about the importance of government accountability and 
government secrecy.
Presupposing Manning’s guilt keeps those questions 
out of the focus and aligns complaints about the 
government’s actions, especially overseas, with 
criminals.
Manning deserves justice
Illustration by Grant Ertl
BY MATT LECH
lechma@mnstate.edu
The defining characteristic 
of the Republican party, in its 
current form, is the unblinking 
tunnel vision through which it 
views threats to personal liberty. 
The government, it would seem, 
is the single source of oppression; 
a combination of bureaucratic 
ineptitude and cunning thievery. 
This anti-government monomania 
is called Libertarianism.
The Tea Party is the largest 
manifestation of this mindset, and 
it’s an excellent demonstration of 
libertarian narrow-mindedness. 
The name is taken from the 
Boston Tea Party of 1773, the 
storied protest interpreted by 
Libertarians as a victory over 
the tyrannical British government 
and its abhorrent taxes. This 
interpretation conveniently 
neglects to mention the role 
the monopolistic East India 
Company, the corporation that 
became powerful enough to 
lobby the British government to 
pass the Tea Act that sparked the 
protest.
Perhaps we shouldn’t expect 
depth and nuance. It’s easier to 
swim in shallow water, and it’s 
this shallowness of the current 
Tea Party that allows its angry 
ranks to splash around so much 
(as you visualize that metaphor, 
imagine Ronald Reagan lounging 
above on the lifeguard tower). 
But anger and volume aren’t 
sufficient qualities for being a 
good citizen or patriotic. 
If any modern-day issue is 
comparable to what the original 
Tea Party demonstrated against, 
it would be net neutrality, which 
is about ensuring equal access to 
the Internet. Corporations like 
Comcast are lobbying the U.S. 
government to allow them to 
give preferential speeds to certain 
types of Internet traffic, which 
would destroy the  advantages the 
Internet has always offered for 
free-speech.
Libertarians don’t view it this 
way though. Anything standing 
in the way of corporate profits 
is a threat to freedom. This 
now includes the freedom of 
speech. The Ayn Rand Institute, 
a Libertarian think tank, views 
proponents of net neutrality as 
“moochers.”
The original Ayn Rand was 
reportedly a “moocher” herself, 
if we consider the use of 
programs like Social Security 
and Medicare “mooching.” A 
social worker named Evva Prior 
collected payments from the two 
government programs to help 
Rand pay for medical bills. The 
Ayn Rand Institute advocates for 
the ending of those programs.
Health care is another example 
of Libertarian blindness; an 
example as pathetic and comical 
as it is dangerous. The United 
States, the richest country in the 
world, is the only industrialized 
nation that does not provide 
universal health care to its 
citizens. Instead, we make do 
with a more “free-market” form 
of health care that is by far the 
most expensive in the world. The 
extra cost buys us a system that is 
worse than 36 other countries in 
terms of life expectancy. Thanks, 
Libertarians.
The Tea Party influence is 
responsible for the inability of 
Washington D.C. to get anything 
done. No intelligent person 
would argue that the Obama 
Administration has been nearly 
as liberal as Michele Bachmann 
would have you believe. If 
anything, he’s been frustratingly 
centrist. Obama didn’t even 
push for universal coverage in 
2010 (a policy supported by 
58 percent of Americans) and 
instead passed what is now 
known as “ObamaCare,” which 
is essentially what Republicans 
proposed. 
There is not a liberal movement 
similar to the Tea Party. 
Intellectually, this is comforting 
in a rather smug way. Politically, 
it is regrettable. 
To read more from this writer, 
view his blog at 
mattlech.blogspot.com
The Libertarian blindside
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We now offer 
computer repair services. 
Call now to inquire about:
- Virus & Spyware removal
- Hardware upgrades
- Software troubleshooting
- Home networking setup




It is no surprise to me that 
the F-M community is a 
Christian community, and that 
is fine. There is no shortage 
of church services, no lack of 
clubs for Christians to join, 
and no shame for Christians to 
attend multiple bible studies. 
I fully support the Christian 
community in the area, but I am 
puzzled by the lack of diversity 
in thought. My question is, 
where are the non-believers?
In my personal, objective 
opinion, I feel that atheists, 
agnostics and individuals who 
do not have a belief in a god, 
are the most discriminated 
people in this country. I have 
never in my 20 years heard 
a positive conversation about 
people with agnostic beliefs, 
when not in the company of 
fellow agnostics, and why 
would there be? I receive emails 
for Campus Crusade and other 
good Christian organizations, 
but I never hear about any 
secular groups. How can 
atheists and agnostics come out 
of the closet when surrounded 
by religion? It is good that 
the community supports faith 
and belief, and I have no 
problem with groups that wish 
to promote God and the belief 
of God, but I wanted to bring 
to the attention of the reader 
that it is hard for a moral, 
friendly, fun-loving agnostic/
atheist to join with others to 
discuss life and beliefs. To 
get together with fellow non-
believers is rare, and to do 
so without criticism is almost 
non-existent.
In a Newsweek poll in 2007, 
two out of three Americans 
claimed, “I will never vote 
for an atheist candidate.” This 
fraction was higher than any 
other denomination, any other 
gender, any other orientation. 
Topping the poll, 66% of 
Americans will not vote for a 
person of any race, any gender, 
any orientation or any political 
party based solely on the fact 
that this person is an atheist. I 
feel of all the things that may be 
wrong in American democracy, 
this is the most tragic fact 
I have ever encountered on 
the subject. Even if the person 
had the same political views, 
supported the same things and 
was against the same policies 
as an individual, they wouldn’t 
vote for the atheist candidate. 
Again, in my personal opinion, 
this is wrong. 
I feel that regardless of faith 
and belief, that atheists and 
agnostics should feel welcome 
to spread their opinion as much 
as Christians are welcome to 
spread their opinion as well. I 
feel that atheists and agnostics 
can be able to come out of 
the closet and meet others 
of similar beliefs. I feel that 
this community has more than 
enough room to share diverse 
opinions and beliefs, especially 
on an open, free campus such 
as MSUM. 
This will be my last column 
of the year, and I will return 
next year to write more 
thought-provoking columns. 
I hope everyone has a great 
summer, and I hope we can 





Social networks have turned 
me into a misanthrope. Kinda. 
I’ll admit, I’m not really a 
hermit who hides away in the 
foothills, silently loathing 
humanity — but I feel that way 
sometimes when I log into 
Facebook.
Let me say that I like my 
friends — all of them, in fact. 
In reality, they’re all funny, 
charming, pleasant people. 
Unfortunately, sometimes 
these very likeable traits don’t 
carry over online. Most of the 
personalities in my news feed 
and people I know in real-life 
are similar in name only. I 
realize that we wear a lot of 
caps throughout our day when 
we adopt different social roles, 
but does everyone have to 
don the “I’m-a-contemptible-
person” hat when they go on 
the Internet?
I’m talking, of course, about 
vague status updates. Those 
pettifogging little snippets of 
nonsense that help absolutely 
nothing except the argument 
for human culling. If I ever 
read that Timmy Woschalik 
is “wondering if he made the 
right decision,” check me 
into a crisis center. It’s trite 
phrases like that that drives 
good-natured folks to heavy 
substance abuse.
 A status like, “Mr. 
Woschalik’s serves one self-
interested purpose: to bait 
sympathy from well-meaning 
Facebook friends — things 
like ‘Wut’s up, Timmy?’ or 
‘Everything ok dude?’” Of 
course, genuine consolation 
from friends is always 
appreciated — but isn’t it 
artificial if it’s solicited by 
being coy and abstruse? Sure, 
expressing how we truly feel 
is difficult sometimes, perhaps 
even more so online, but 
reading ambiguous updates is 
ultimately more agonizing than 
any unspecified trauma.
By default, Facebook asks 
what’s on our minds. I’ll grant 
that, as people, our thoughts 
are naturally esoteric. We 
don’t always think in concrete 
and coherent terms. If for a 
moment, we had privileged 
access to each other’s 
unfiltered thoughts, the non-
scientists of us would likely 
lapse into boredom rather 
quickly. How many of us listen 
enthusiastically when other 
people recount their dreams? 
Sentences aren’t valuable to 
us when they’re a nonsensical 
string of words.
I’m not saying that every 
status update needs to follow 
a Utopian precedent that’s 
eloquent and profound, but 
please, recognize that your 
Tweets and updates are meant 
for an audience: your several 
hundred friends. Don’t alienate 
them with the ambiguous 
mundanities of your life. Try 
talking to them.
 
To read more from this writer, 
view his blog at 
tylersorensen.blogspot.com




Merrie Sue Holtan has covered 
almost all areas of a writing career: 
writing professor, freelance writer, 
editor and author. But she can also 
add award-winning to that list. 
A writer at heart, Holtan won 
three awards from North Dakota 
Professional Communicators for 
her writings in the areas of feature, 
speech and special features. 
Holtan won first place for special 
features that she wrote about interior 
and exterior designs of homes near 
Lake Melissa by Detroit Lakes.The 
stories were published in Lake and 
Home magazine. 
“(Lake and Home magazine) has 
an excellent staff photographer who 
makes me look good,” Holtan said.
Receiving second place for 
features was Holtan’s travel feature 
published last summer in the 
Forum. 
“It was about taking three paths,” 
Holtan said. “(The first was) a slow 
food hiking tour near Pontedera, 
Italy where my daughter lives. We 
sampled local foods and wines in 
five Tuscan villages, but you had to 
hike a mountain to get there.”
The second path was a day long 
hike between five sea and mountain 
villages on the Italian coast. But 
the path wasn’t easy, as one village 
required a 350-step climb to enter. 
The third path was in Scotland 
where Holtan’s youngest daughter 
lives. 
“We traveled to the island of Iona 
and an ancient monastery which can 
only be reached by ferry,” Holtan 
said. “This was our spiritual journey 
and we worshipped with the Iona 
community which celebrates peace 
and justice for the world.” 
Besides writing, Holtan is a 
communication studies professor 
at MSUM, teaching various speech 
classes and presenting speeches to 
surrounding communities. 
For her speech titled The Santa 
of Queens, New York, an advent 
speech about St. Nicholas, Holtan 
won second place from NDPC. 
Holtan has taught media writing 
at NDSU, MSUM and Concordia 
as well as speech classes such 
as business and professional 
communication and sport 
communication. 
“(Holtan) is fun and energetic,” 
senior Jennifer Austing said. “She is 
very open to different ideas when it 
comes to projects and assignments. 
Just because it isn’t listed as a topic 
doesn’t mean you can’t do it as a 
project.”
Megan Boie, an MSUM senior 
with a communication studies 
major, has had Holtan as a professor 
as well as worked as a speech tutor 
with her. 
“Professor Holtan presents her 
lessons in a way that makes class 
enjoyable,” Boie said. “She is a 
very caring person and makes sure 
everyone has an equal chance to 
learn.”
Holtan has also served as editor 
and writer for F-M’s OPEN 
magazine and Area Woman 
Magazine as well as gives 
workshops about “writing your 
journey” to church and community 
groups. 
She is also the author of “Power 
and Sride, The Nancy Burggraf 
Story” that won a first place national 
award last year at the National 
Federation of Presswomen. 
“That was an honor for me since 
the process took me nearly 10 years 
to complete,” Holtan said. 
To talk to Holtan about her classes 
or upcoming writing workshops, 
email her at holtanme@mnstate.
edu.
The Moorhead Center Mall is an eerie 
place. From the giant “Smallville” poster 
that covers an empty storefront to the 
elevator that goes from the mall to City 
Hall, it’s a mall that seems to operate in 
a melancholy alternate reality. It comes 
as a surprise, then, that perhaps the most 
comfortable bar in Moorhead is located 
within. That bar is Vic’s Bar & Grill.
Vic’s is the type of quintessentially 
Midwestern bar that one would long for 
if they happened to be stranded on a 
deserted island. Last night’s Twins game 
replayed on the televisions overhead, 
the arcade game “Big Buck Hunter” is 
demonstrating itself to no one in particular, 
a strip of LEDs is advertising the current 
Powerball numbers and country music is 
honky-tonking out of a speaker next to 
a 2-foot-tall souvenir in the form of an 
inflatable Captain Morgan bottle. This is 
an atmosphere that is instantly familiar in 
the best possible way.
The service was both lickity-split and 
laid-back. My drink order was taken the 
moment I sat in the blue leather booth. 
The menu is pretty expansive too, and 
boasts a dizzying array of specials. Most 
impressive is the $2.99 “Hamburger 
Happy Hour” weekdays from 5 to 7 p.m., 
which includes a burger and fries. There 
is also a selection of sandwiches named 
after popular distilled beverages (the Jack 
Daniels, the Captain, the Crown and the 
Absolute). This is hardly scratching the 
surface; Vic’s has an impressive amount 
of different food available.
The simplest of these is the standard 
hamburger basket. Costing $5.50 (it wasn’t 
“Hamburger Happy Hour”), it was priced 
as expected, though with the existence 
of J.L. Beers across the river one might 
expect prices to be a little bit lower. The 
burger itself was decent and arrived after 
only a short wait; not exceptional, but not 
disappointing either.
I upgraded the basket to come with 
waffle fries, the geometrically curious 
potato-based delicacy that, according 
to wiki.answers.com, was invented by 
Gandhi. The waffle fries were excellent, 
but since I was able to finish them all there 
must not have been enough. In America, 
there should always be fries left over.
Vic’s is a simple good old fashioned bar 
and grill. In the terrifying world we live in, 
it is exactly what we need.
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Vic’s Bar and Grill: Quaint ol’ Midwestern bar
CHRIS FRANZ • chrisfranzphoto.blogspot.com
Vic’s Bar and Grill is located in the Moorhead Center Mall.
Professor wins three NDPC awards for writing
CHRIS FRANZ • chrisfranzphoto.blogspot.com
Merrie Sue Holtan, communication studies professor, has recently won three writing awards from North Dakota Professional 
Communicators.
As part of the leadership capstone class, groups found 
a way to put their skills as student leaders and future 
professionals to a practical use. Theresa Hest’s leadership 
seminar students were asked to plan and facilitate an 
event. 
Mikayla Martens and Summer Connell had a hard time 
finding an event to plan. Both work for David’s Bridal, 
and during a staff meeting in February, they were inspired 
to put on a prom fashion show. 
The fashion show was planned for another class, and the 
event, a charity prom dress drive, soon followed. 
“There’s a lot of girls that don’t have prom dresses 
and just don’t go to prom, and no girl should miss her 
prom due to financial difficulties,” said Martens, a junior 
communication studies major. “We were so excited. 
We texted all the girls in our phones, and it just kind of 
boomed from there.”
They collected about 100 dresses, which mostly went to 
West Fargo students. 
The prom fashion show also focused on including 
models of all shapes and sizes, showing that prom is an 
option for everyone.
“We didn’t just have skinny beautiful blonde girls from 
a high school,” said Connell, a senior communication 
studies major. “We had girls of every size and from 
every kind of club that you can think of and every ethnic 
background, girls with very different cultures.”
Morganne Cook knew she wanted to do an event related 
to breast cancer, but the exact event eluded her. She talked 
with her grandmother, a breast cancer survivor, who put 
her in touch with Lynn Sipe, who was planning a cancer 
spaghetti dinner fundraiser for Sharon Bishop. 
“Sharon was diagnosed with cancer a few months ago 
and recently lost her job,” said Cook, a senior business 
administration major. “Lynn was just starting to organize 
a fundraiser and said I was a “God send” because she 
knew she didn’t have the time to lead the fundraiser but 
wanted to help out.”
Cook’s leadership skills developed during the planning 
process.
“It is important for a leader to be proactive and literally 
take the lead,” Cook said.  “Although I wasn’t gung ho 
about this whole project right away because I knew it 
would be many hours of hard work, my mindset quickly 
changed to an attitude of helping Sharon.” 
While Martens, Connell and Cook all developed 
their leadership skills through hands-on planning, they 
encountered a few challenges.
Martens and Connell chose their event in mid-February, 
and the events took place on March 20 and 27, leaving 
only one month for planning.
“We did not have enough time,” Connell said. “It took a 
lot out of us to plan it in that amount of time.”
On the day of the fashion show, one of the models 
refused to change clothes in the group changing room five 
minutes prior to the actual event.
“We found out five minutes before the show that it 
was against her culture to get dressed in front of anybody 
else,” Connell said. “The music is starting — what do 
you do? That’s part of event planning, you have to be 
able to think on your feet and deal with situations without 
freaking out.”
Cook found it difficult to lead people with more 
experience than her.
“All of the volunteers are many years older than me and 
most have been a part of at least one fundraiser before,” 
Cook said. “They are all full of opinions and suggestions 
and I love that.  I feel like I am learning more from them 
than they are from me.  However, I feel a bit like the 
underdog.  Here I was going into this fundraiser as the 
leader and I had yet to meet Sharon and was years younger 
than everyone else.”
Despite the challenges, their events worked 
out well and provided a great experience for 
the students.
“The day before, I kept thinking, ‘this is 
going to be so bad – the models are going to 
not be excited, they might look kind of silly,’” 
Martens said. “But I had so much fun and it 
looked so awesome and the girls had so much 
fun, and they just looked beautiful.”
“It’s shown me that I actually really like 
event planning, and a lot of people do that with 
our major,” Connell said. “I really do think that 
it will look good someday in the workforce to 
have had this experience.”
Cook learned to be more open to the 
possibility of change while planning an event.
“I tend to prefer more structure and formality 
in my plans but they don’t always work out,” 
she said. “People have very different opinions 
than you do, and just because you are the 
leader, you shouldn’t discredit them. The best 
ideas can come from the most unlikely places.”
She also plans to use her experiences in leadership 
classes in her future career in business.
“I love leading a group and this experience only helps 
to make that better,” Cook said. “I am so glad I added 
the leadership minor. Out of all of the classes I have 
taken, it is the leadership classes that actually give you 
experience.”
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Visit www.gliks.com to 
find your nearest location
gliks.com
Great Style of Flip-Flops Arriving Now
Attention Students:
Important Change to Payment Deadline for Tuition and Fees  
Effective Fall Semester 2011
To ensure that your course registration is not cancelled and you are not dropped from your classes, you must do 
one of the following before August 1: 
•	 Make at least a $300 down payment toward tuition and fees; 
•	 Choose a payment plan; or 
•	 Release	financial	information	to	MSU	Moorhead	by	filing	the	FAFSA	and	selecting	MSU	Moorhead.	
Full	payment	of	all	remaining	tuition	and	fees	is	then	due	by	Sept.	26,	2011.
For additional information about this change, please visit the Business Office website at www.mnstate.edu/busoff. 
Students gain leadership skills through event planning
BY RACHEL LEINGANG
leingara@mnstate.edu
To read more from this writer, view her blog at 
rachelleingang.blogspot.com
Helping high school girls find a prom dress
Trials and tribulations
Learning to lead
Planning a cancer spaghetti benefit
Submitted photo
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Tourists photograph the Lincoln Memorial. MSUM students who participated in Power 
Shift were able to visit the nation’s landmarks.
Power Shift participants take part in a chant workshop.
The 28 MSUM students who participated in Power Shift took three separate buses each 
way, stopping to change buses in Minneapolis and Chicago. 
Hundreds of students flooded the DC Convention Center for this  year’s Power Shift.
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through a portal from a large 
height, and careening out of the 
exit portal at the same speed, one 
of the most gleeful maneuvers in 
gaming today. 
As GLaDOS says in the first 
game, “In layman’s terms: speedy 
thing goes in, speedy thing comes 
out.”
New toys and tools are added 
to keep your brain churning on 
new concepts. Bridges made of 
light that can continue through 
portals are used as walk ways and 
shields. Tubes of sparkling blue 
and orange light cause players 
to float along their linear path 
and the most dynamic game play 
addition, a collections of colored 
gels.
The gels come in three 
varieties: blue, orange and 
white. Blue gel causes players 
to bounce along wherever it is 
placed. Walking over orange gel 
will rush players off, creating 
the feeling of zooming around 
the test chambers on ice skates. 
Lastly, anywhere white gel lands 
becomes a fresh, new surface for 
a portal to be place. A surface 
previously impervious to having 
a portal placed upon it becomes 
the possible solution to puzzle.
Writing cirlces around 
competition
While “Portal 2” could easily 
stand above and beyond any 
major video game release on 
the power of its game play, the 
writing is what sets Portal apart 
from the crowd.
The dialogue and monologues 
in the game can roller coaster 
from dry wit, have a close call 
with poignancy, then cause the 
player to giggle with morbid glee. 
A dark sense of humor permeates 
the entire game, but never feels 
old.
It’s also refreshingly self 
aware, throwing in a couple jokes 
that can poke fun at itself.
Bring a buddy along
A fairly unique concept in 
today’s gaming landscape is the 
inclusion of an entirely seperate 
co-operative mode, allowing 
two players to go on their 
own journey through Aperture 
Science. Complete with unique 
story, characters and puzzles.
Players can think with portals 
with a friend or stranger along 
online (using voice chat), or 
on a couch together. If playing 
online with no voice chat, the 
option to designate the location 
for your partner to shoot their 
portals is included, along with 
the ability to begin a countdown 
for manuevers that demand 
simultaneous coordination.
PC, Mac, and Playstation users 
all have the ability for cross-
platform play.
Final thoughts
“Portal 2” is a shining example 
of what a video game should 
be. It boasts some of the most 
creativity in today’s video game 
market.
Writing that can run circles 
around anything out today, 
stellar pacing and atmoshere, and 
boasting truly masterclass game 
design and implementation of 
play mechanics, Valve has once 
again proven itself as the studio 
to beat.
Play this game.
on the executive board next 
school year.
“I don’t think anyone’s elected 
on as a president, honestly,” 
Ehrlich said. “You don’t start 
something and you’re already 
that. It’s such a process, and you 
grow into it. And we’re prepared 
to grow. That’s what we are as 
students, we’re learning and 
we’re developing.”
The other results of the Student 
Senate election include an 
increase in tuition, changes to 
the university alcohol policy and 
the addition of a sustainability 
director fee.
Fifty-four percent of students 
voted in favor of a 5 percent 
tuition increase. This increase in 
tuition will help the university 
maintain academic programs, 
faculty, and student services.
There were two changes to the 
alcohol policy on the Student 
Senate ballot.
Students voted 58.3 percent 
against the university taking 
disciplinary action when a student 
violates civil or criminal law off-
campus. Currently the policy 
states the university can take 
disciplinary action in these cases. 
For the complete policy, see the 
MSUM Alcohol and Other Drug 
Policy section 5.
Student Senator Sarah Butrum 
said MSUM and St. Cloud 
State University are the only 
universities in the MnSCU 
system with this rule.
The other part of the alcohol 
policy that was voted on was 
section 2, regarding students 
on university travel. Sixty-
six percent of students voted 
against the current policy that 
prohibits students in university 
travel status to legally consume 
alcoholic beverages. Butrum said 
MSUM is the only university 
in the MnSCU system with this 
policy.
Butrum said these policies 
are not reformed simply by the 
student vote, but the university 
administration is now able to 
look at the students’ opinion by 
these results from the Student 
Senate elections.
Sixty-seven percent of students 
voted in favor of adding a two 
dollar fee to fund a sustainability 
director on campus. The director 
would be responsible for 
coordinating programs such as 
recycling, food waste reduction, 
energy conservation and paper 
management.
PORTAL 2, FROM FRONT
STUDENT SENATE, FROM FRONT
To read more from this writer, 
view his blog at mattjbeckman.
blogspot.com
To read more from this writer,
view her blog at
charlyhaley.blogspot.com
To read more from this writer,










Large 2 Bedroom 
apartments for lease 
starting June 1st. $300 per 
month summer rate, goes 
to 475 per month in the 
fall. Or start August 1st at 
$475 per month. Heat and 
water paid. 




3 bedroom apartment, heat 
and water paid, off street 
parking.  This is a crime 
free building, no smoking, 




Reserve your apartment or 
house now for 






Units available near 
MSUM, NDSU, Concordia
We update our website 
everyday. Log on or call 
today for a showing.





Dragon Athletics is seeking 
2011-12 Interns. Duties 
may include: promotions, 
media relations, public 
relations, video and 
graphics production, 
marketing and more. 
Inquire by emailing 




 Looking for Fun 
Individuals to work 
at a new bar opening 
in downtown Fargo.  
The Pickled Parrot is 
coming soon.  Seeking 
experienced Bartenders 
and Servers to join our 
team.  No experience?  




Collegians For Life will 
be holding a fundraiser 
rummage sale will be held 
on Friday, April 29th, and 
Saturday, April 30th. The 
location will be 911 2nd 
Ave. S, Moorhead, one 
block west from St. Joe’s 
Catholic Church. Hours 
will be 8 am to 5 pm on 





$385 - $540 based on 
size and location.
Heat and Water Paid, 
NO PETS.
Call Patty at the Property 
Shop 701-238-2284
With rising tuition costs and 
gas prices inching ever higher, 
students can fight for their access 
to knowledge by demanding 
open source textbooks. 
An open source textbook is an 
open-licensed text offered online 
or through certain publishers 
that allows users to access the 
information in multiple ways 
(print, online, PDF), often for a 
drastically decreased prices or 
free of charge.
Kyle Blake, a senior business 
management major, is passionate 
about open sourcing. Last year, 
as an MSUSA representative, 
Blake wrote a textbook policies 
and practices report that assessed 
the use of open source texts at 
MSUM.
“I was not impressed,” Blake 
said. “The odds were so stacked 
against the student. The primary 
motivation was generating 
maximum revenue because 
Open source textbooks provide student savings
you more opportunity to interact 
with the material than just a piece 
of paper. We’ll always have 
a demand for paper books but 
there’s going to be an increasing 
expectation that we can interact 
with our course materials in a 
different way.”
To get involved and 
express support for open 
source textbooks, students 
can sign the online petition at 
textbookrebellion.org. They 
can also talk to their professors 
about considering open source 
texts for classes.
“This is something that students 
can actually make a difference 
on,” Blake said. “It’s hard for 
us to make a difference on how 
much our tuition goes up, how 
much the state funds us, but we 
have good relationships with our 
professors. And that’s something 
we can make a difference on 
without doing anything except 
going about our day and building 
relationships with people we 
should be building relationships 
with anyway.”
Students can also contact 
Blake at blakeky@mnstate.edu if 
they’re interested in organizing 
campus-wide support for the 
initiative.
nobody was paying attention to 
it. If (students) talk to the vast 
majority of professors, they are 
actually pretty interested in doing 
what’s best for the students and 
that means financially, too.”
The Student Public Interest 
Research Groups have also 
gotten behind the idea of open 
source texts, starting a petition 
online to pressure legislators to 
consider open sourcing.
“They want to move the 
market to a more competitive 
position again by doing some 
research, informing people and 
getting students to be activists,” 
Blake said. “It’s taken awhile 
to build momentum and change 
what was and go against big 
money on one end with the 
companies, and no money with 
the students. But they’ve done a 
good job.”
As an intern at Flat World 
Knowledge, Blake became more 
interested in open sourcing and 
developed a passion for this 
particular pursuit of knowledge. 
His aim after his internship is to 
raise awareness of open source 
textbooks and let students know 
that the option is out there.
“There’s a lot of opportunity 
where we can improve student 
success and in some ways provide 
better education resources to 
students,” Blake said. “New 
technology, new media gives 
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The MSUM baseball club is 
a team in search of an identity.
The nickname for the squad 
is the Dragons and their colors 
mimic those of the university, 
but the majority of the  team 
members are from NDSU, 
which also has a hand in the 
funding of the club. 
“There has been talk of trying 
to make two teams,” said senior 
catcher Matt Peck. “There is 
not quite enough players from 
MSUM to break it off.” 
For now, the official name of 
the team is the MSUM-NDSU 
Dragon Baseball Club, which 
is technically not accurate.
“We are not officially a club 
team, we are not in the National 
Club Baseball Association,” 
Peck said. “So, we don’t have 
a conference. All the games 
we play are against other 
programs, but it’s their junior 
varsity teams. We don’t play 
other club teams other than 
when we go to Florida.”
The expansion of the team is 
still a couple years away.
“We are hoping we can 
(expand) in the next few years,” 
Peck said. “Then we could join 
the NCBA and we can have 
a conference between MSUM, 
NDSU and UND, then we 
would have plenty of games.”
Peck, a St. Cloud, Minn., 
native, played baseball at St. 
Cloud Cathedral High School 
and has noticed a difference 
between a club team and a 
university’s baseball program.
“On field it is pretty much 
the same,” Peck said. “Off 
the field, there are a lot of 
differences. Commitments are 
a lot more laid-back. When 
you go to a program to play 
baseball that is your priority. 
Pretty much everyone here 
is a student first and we all 
have to work and things like 
that. Baseball kind of comes 
secondary.”
The club doesn’t practice 
much on campus and is forced 
to do drills indoors at the Metro 
Rec Center in Fargo because of 
the weather.
“It is definitely different,” 
Peck said about practicing 
inside.  “It is toughest on the 
outfielders, they literally had 
zero practice catching balls.”
After the team’s first 
tournament of the year in 
Florida during spring break, 20 
to 25 games were scheduled to 
be played in the local area.
Due to the weather this year, 
the team has only participated 
in less than half of the games 
so far and the season is set to 
end in May.
“It has been a good year,” 
Peck said. “I have probably 
played better than I have in 
the past. I’m definitely very 
comfortable with the season 
and the way things go and I 
have gotten to know the coach 
really well.”
Mike Skogen coaches the 
team and has been an assistant 
coach at NDSU and an assistant 
coach for the Fargo-Moorhead 
RedHawks.
“He definitely has a good 
resume and we are very lucky 
to have him,” Peck said. “I 
have had a lot of coaches in 
the past and I definitely like 
his coaching style because he 
is strict on things when he has 
to be but he understands the 
situation that we are all in.”
As a club team, there is a lot 
of fluctuation in the members 
that make up the team from 
year-to-year and the results 
vary based on chemistry and if 
the weather cooperates.
“It has been such a weird 
season that it is hard to get 
a real gauge on how well we 
did,” Peck said. “Most of the 
time we don’t have our best 
nine on the field. We also don’t 
cut players. It is kind of a 
balancing act because we want 
to win but don’t want them to 
just sit the whole time. A lot of 
things go into it rather than just 
looking at our record.”
To have any chance at 
expanding the roster or 
schedule, the team will need 
more interest from individuals 
looking to play alongside more 
university support.
“There is plenty of potential 
with this team talent-wise,” 
Peck said. “You can really see 
the differences when teams 
have programs, when they have 
varsity programs, and us and 
there are different products that 
come out of that. ”
Baseball club eyes expansion, struggles with identity
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“
It has been such a weird 
season that it is hard to get 
a real gauge on how well we 
did. Most of the time we don’t 
have our best nine on the field. 
We also don’t cut players. It is 
kind of a balancing act because 
we want to win but don’t want 
them to just sit the whole time. 
A lot of things go into it rather 
than just looking at our record.
Matt Peck
Senior catcher
To read more from this 
writer, view his blog at 
smithmi.blogspot.com
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The award-winning Campus 
News program at MSUM is not 
only about hard-hitting local 
news.
The program, which airs on 
Saturdays on Prairie Public 
Television at 7 a.m., also has 
a close-knit sports department.
Adviser Aaron Quanbeck 
is in charge of the entire 
program, but senior C.J. Pierre 
oversees the six-person sports 
department.
Pierre spent two years 
in the Campus News sports 
department before being 
promoted to the section’s 
producer role this year.
“I love being a storyteller,” 
Pierre said. “Journalism is the 
best outlet for that.”
Pierre, with help from 
Quanbeck, comes up with the 
majority of the story ideas for 
the section. 
“I always leave an option 
for the members of the team to 
come up with any interesting 
story ideas that they would 
maybe want to do on their 
own,” Pierre said.  “Especially 
because, if you come up with 
a story idea on your own, it 
is a lot easier because it is 
something you clearly want to 
do rather than being assigned 
something.”
Since Campus News 
is not shown on a college-
only television network, the 
audience is different than some 
on-campus media outlets.
“For the most part we try 
to gear (our show) toward the 
general public, people who we 
believe will be awake watching 
our program at 7 a.m. and that 
usually isn’t college kids,” 
Pierre said.
With a more widespread 
audience, Campus News, along 
with the sports department, is 
able to branch out and cover 
news off-campus.
“I think the glory of Campus 
News is that we cover all the 
campuses around,” Pierre said. 
“We get the chance to cover 
NDSU, Concordia and we have 
been doing UND stories as 
well.”
Pierre has gained experience 
in the news field along with 
sports as a part-time production 
assistant and photographer for 
Fox News in Fargo. 
“As a photographer, I think 
that it makes you better if 
you shoot (news and sports),” 
Pierre said. “You get a different 
vantage point. It gives you 
different things to look for.”
The overall quality of the 
sports broadcast falls on Pierre’s 
shoulders, a responsibilty that 
can be both stressful and fun 
simultaneously. 
“The hardest part is putting 
together the final product,” 
Pierre said.  “The part I like 
the most is when we are all 
together working on our 
different things.  We all love 
to joke around and have a good 
time; we are enjoying what 
we are doing. I really enjoy 
working with my team.”
BY MICHAEL SMITH
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C.J. Pierre edits for the final Campus News program of the semester on Tuesday afternoon.
Sports department plays major role for Campus News
To read more from this 
writer, view his blog at 
smithmi.blogspot.com
“
I love being a storyteller. 
Journalism is the best outlet 
for that.
C.J. Pierre
Sports producer

